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Fate Maps, Gene Express ion Maps, and the
Evidentiary Structure of Evolutionary
Developmental Biology
Scott F. Gilbert
The Mapping Heritage in Embryology
The mapping concept is one of the most important devices threading its
way through classical embryology, developmental biology, developmental
genetics, and evolutionary developmental biology. Mapping is, of course,
a metaphor referring to the practice of cartography, the construction of 
a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional surface. In their
public use, maps attempt to accurately scale the political or geographic
dimensions of a territory so that the user of the map can obtain an
overview of the political or physical landscape. Maps emphasize bound-
aries and distinctions—where the land terminates and the sea begins, at
what point the laws of Germany end and the laws of France take effect.
Mapping is thus an attempt to depict on paper the boundaries that exist
in the social or natural world. Needless to say, mapmaking has always been
a political act, and no representation is ever completely without its abstrac-
tions and exaggerations.1 Unlike “normal tables,” which they superficially
resemble, “maps” are not merely depictions of the embryo. Rather, they
are the superposition of prospective fate or gene expression upon the
depiction of the (usually early) embryo.Thus, the two major types of maps
used in developmental biology have been the “fate map” and the “gene
expression map.”
Fate maps are the attempts of embryologists to identify the cells that
produce certain adult or larval structures, and to label them as such on an
early-stage embryo. In other words, embryologists make a map of what is
to be and superimpose this data onto a map of what is yet to develop. Exam-
ples of fate maps are shown in figure 11.1.
Cell fate-mapping started with tracing cell lineages, the identifica-
tion of cell fate by observation alone.2 This was done, for example, by 
E. G. Conklin at the Woods Hole Marine Biological Laboratory. Conklin’s
analysis of the tunicate embryo in 1905 was a landmark in the field. Often,
these data were depicted as a dichotomously branching tree (figure 11.2A),
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thereby placing the data into the standard format of taxonomic field keys.
The data of these “trees” could later be superimposed onto the early
embryonic cells, and made into a fate map (figure 11.2B). In 1933,
Conklin used the data collected in 1905 to make one of these summary
fate maps. Cell lineage fate maps were also used by Hörstadius in the 1930s
to show the fate map of the sea urchin embryo.
Walther Vogt constructed the first systematic fate maps when he
applied vital dyes to the early amphibian embryo.3 He made agar chips
impregnated with a vital dye and then placed the egg in a wax depres-
sion so that he could place chips onto the egg and impart dye to a spe-
cific region of the egg or embryo (figure 11.3). In this way, he was able
to mark cells early in development and see what they became later. He
found that cells in similar areas gave rise to similar nearby structures.
However, there were also boundary lines, such as those where ectoderm
ended and mesoderm began. It is easy to see why these were called fate
maps.Vogt’s fate maps looked very much like globes.They had two poles—
the animal pole and the vegetal pole—and an equator down the center
which served as a landmark.4 Even today, this geographic view of the
amphibian egg is the most common representation. It is difficult to avoid
seeing the egg as a globe, and why bother to avoid it? In amphibian
embryos, the divisions are orthogonal, dividing the egg by lines of latitude
and longitude. The prime meridian—literally the first cleavage plane—
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Figure 11.1
Surface fate maps of frog (Xenopus) and zebra fish (Danio) embryos at the early gas-
trula stage on the dorsal surface.These and the other illustrations are taken from Gilbert
(2000).
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Fate map of the tunicate embryo. (A) Dichotomous branching lineage diagram of the
tunicate Styela. (B) Fate map constructed by superimposing the fates onto the one-
cell and eight-cell embryos.
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bisects the gray crescent and separates the embryo into its future left and
right sides.
Modern investigators still make fate maps, and the preparation of a
fate map is usually one of the first steps in any research program.The dyes
have become better (less diffusible, longer lasting), and the resolution has
attained the single-cell level.5 We can now label individual cells of the early
embryo and find out what their descendants become. Moreover, this is not
of just historical interest.There are still heated debates over fate maps.The
location of the blood-forming cells of Xenopus is contested,6 and the endo-
derm-ectoderm boundary of sea urchin embryos has only recently been
determined.7 Some researchers have criticized the attempt to place
complex three-dimensional fates onto the global surface. Bauer and col-
leagues8 point out that it is not correct merely to project a later-stage fate
map back to cleavage stages, and they document inconsistencies in the lit-
erature that might be due to researchers’ having uncritically projected later
cell positions onto earlier embryonic stages.
Moreover, the geomorphic amphibian fate map of Vogt turned out
not to be universally applicable to other amphibians. For years, the fate
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Figure 11.3
Vital staining of a newt embryo to produce a fate map. (A) Vogt’s method for marking
specific regions of the embryo with dye-impregnated agar chips (B–D) Dorsal surface
views of successively later embryos. (E) Newt embryo dissected to show stained cells
in the interior.
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map of Xenopus was expected to be patterned totally according to the
surface cells. After all, the rocks a mile below the surface of the United
States are not the province of some other country. We even claim the air
space above our nation as our own. However, this was found to be false
in Xenopus. Here, the fate map of the internal cells differed from the fate
map of the external cells.9 The geographical assumption turned out to be
wrong. Fate maps are being refined, revised, and constructed for new
organisms. It has been an ongoing research project from the 1920s to the
present.
Good fate maps are absolutely critical in embryology and evolu-
tionary developmental biology. As Viktor Hamburger10 pointed out, the
first time Spemann interpreted his results of the dorsal blastopore lip trans-
plantation, he got it wrong. Spemann had used a very primitive fate map,
and he had thought that the cells above the dorsal blastopore lip were
fated to become neural ectoderm, not dorsal mesoderm. It had to be
pointed out to him by a colleague, Hans Peterson of Heidelburg, that a
revised fate map—one that Spemann himself had devised in 1921—sug-
gested these cells were fated to become mesoderm. That single fact com-
pletely changed the interpretation of his results, and the confirmation of
that later interpretation—Spemann and Mangold’s paper11—became one
of the most important experiments in modern embryology. One of the
earliest experiments in evolutionary developmental biology (and, for that
matter, in the area of development genetic) was the famous Spemann and
Schotte experiment12 wherein they transplanted prospective jaw tissue
between salamander and frog embryos. The frogs had newt jaws and vice
versa. For the experiment to work, the position of the prospective jaw had
to be carefully defined.
When fate maps are compared, evolutionary change can be inferred.
This was done by Tung and colleagues,13 who compared the vital dye-
derived fate map of Amphioxus with the lineage-derived fate map of the
tunicate Ciona. The results showed similarities that were unexpected on
the basis of the mode of cleavage, but were expected on the basis of evo-
lutionary phylogenies. More recently, Greg Wray and Rudy Raff14 com-
pared fate maps to show the changes in blastomere fate during early
development of direct-developing sea urchins. They showed that the fate
map of the direct-developing urchins had been changed so that the cells
that would have formed larval ectoderm were forming the vestibular struc-
tures that become the adult. Moreover, the positions of neuronal precur-
sors had been altered.The fact that these species diverged only around 10
million years ago showed that significant developmental change can occur
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through altering early development, something that had formerly been
thought to be impossible.
Gene Express ion Maps
A related, albeit chronologically later, program is the mapping of gene
expression patterns.There are many ways to map gene expression, and they
usually give a direct projection upon an embryonic surface. The most
common way is through in situ hybridization. Here, one can actually stain
for the accumulation of a particular type of mRNA. This is an incredible
ability, and it has revolutionized developmental biology. One obtains a
probe that is complementary to the mRNA and labels it with a reporter
molecule. The probe and its reporter accumulate only at the sites where
the target mRNA has accumulated.A second way is to use a reporter gene
sequence. These are genes (such as those for bacterial β-galactosidase and
jellyfish green fluorescent protein) that can be readily identified, are not
usually made in the experimental animal, and are fused to the regulatory
region of a particular gene. Wherever the gene is usually expressed, the
reporter gene will be transcribed. These techniques have brought the
notion of structure back into developmental biology. In the early 1980s,
the evidence of developmental genetics consisted of bands on gels. Since
the 1990s, evidence has consisted of radioactive grains on microscope slides
or colored products on whole-mount embryos. One now has to know the
structure of the embryo.
Gene expression maps have had very important consequences. One
of them was to show that units of embryonic construction need not be
the same units as the adult units of function. Thus, compartments, rhom-
bomeres, internal ribs, parasegments, and enamel knots are anatomical
regions of gene expression and function that have no obvious anatomical
correlate in the adult.These regions of gene-expressing cells are critical in
constructing the body.Without maps of gene expression patterns, we prob-
ably would not be aware of them.
Gene expression maps can serve several functions.The most obvious
is that they can be used as fate maps. For instance, if one knows that the
Brachyury and Twist genes are expressed in Xenopus and Drosophila meso-
dermal cells, one can look at which cells transcribe these genes and know
that they will become mesoderm. Similarly, since only the notochordal
cells of Xenopus transcribe the Chordin gene, a probe to Xenopus chordin
can be used to locate cells that produce the notochord.
These gene expression data can provide extremely useful informa-
tion about cell fate. Indeed, the fine structure of the organizer did not
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become known until gene expression data were merged with the more
detailed fate maps of Xenopus laevis. It is now thought that in Xenopus, the
cells of the organizer ultimately contribute to four cell types: pharyngeal
endoderm, head mesoderm (prechordal plate), dorsal mesoderm (prima-
rily the notochord), and the chordaneural hinge.15 The pharyngeal endo-
derm and prechordal plate lead the migration of the organizer tissue and
appear to induce the forebrain and midbrain.The dorsal mesoderm induces
the hindbrain and trunk, and the chordaneural hinge induces the tip of
the tail. The expression patterns of transcription factors provided the key
to how this was done.16 Vegetal plate rotation was required to put the 
Cerberus-expressing pharyngeal endoderm cells dorsal and anterior to those
cells expressing chordin or Goosecoid. This revised fate map,17 made prima-
rily by gene expression data, was published by Winklebauer and Schürfeld
(figure 11.4), who found that the vegetal endoderm actively pushes a
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Figure 11.4
Early movements of Xenopus gastrulation, as shown by gene expression.The cells fated
to form the pharyngeal endoderm express Cerberus.These cells are at the anteriormost
point of the migrating epithelium, and are moved into this position by the rotation of
the deeper vegetal cells.The cells fated to become head mesoderm express the Goosec-
oid gene, and they follow the pharyngeal endoderm. The cells fated to become chor-
damesoderm are expressing Xbra (Xenopus, Brachyury), and they follow the other two
regions.
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region of endoderm up ahead of the mesoderm, causing it to contact the
surface cells and migrate anteriorly to the mesoderm.
Gene expression maps need not be confined to fate maps, however.
They also can be used to show signaling. Indeed, one of the most impor-
tant uses of gene expression mapping has been to show which cells are
signaling centers. In this analysis, the gene being expressed encodes a
paracrine factor that is capable of influencing the development of other
cells. The zone of polarizing activity in the chick limb provides a good
case. Since the 1960s, it has been known that a small block of mesoder-
mal cells at the posterior junction of the limb bud and the body wall has
a remarkable ability: when it is taken from one limb bud and placed in
the anterior margin of a second limb bud, the host limb bud develops two
mirror-image sets of digits. This region was called the zone of polarizing
activity (ZPA). Riddle and his colleagues18 in Cliff Tabin’s laboratory
showed that ZPA was defined by the expression of the Sonic Hedgehog
gene. First, they showed that the Sonic Hedgehog protein is necessary and
sufficient to account for the ZPA’s activities.When they caused this protein
to be synthesized in the anterior margin, they obtained mirror-image
duplications. More interestingly, they were able to correlate the time, place,
and amount of Sonic Hedgehog gene expression with the classically defined
potency of this region to induce the mirror-image duplications.
The relationship between fate map and gene expression map has
been of critical concern to evolutionary developmental biology.The tem-
poral priority of the gene expression map over the fate map is seen when
genes are functionally deleted from embryos. In these cases, the fate map
changes as well19 (figure 11.5).The cell lineage map, the fate map, and the
gene expression map have been united in this type of experiment, with
the gene expression map having priority and explaining the others.
This is critical in evolutionary developmental biology. One of the
tenets of evo-devo has been that evolution is predicated upon hereditable
changes in development. These changes are therefore usually changes in
gene expression. Thus gene expression changes and continuities are the
stuff from which much of evo-devo has been made.The case for the inclu-
sion of evolutionary developmental biology into evolutionary biology has
been made largely upon the changes and the continuities of gene expres-
sion maps. Thus, comparative gene expression maps have played key roles
as evidence for the importance of evolutionary developmental biology.
One of the first of these comparative gene expression maps showed
the homologous expression of the Hox genes and head transcription
factors20 between the protostomal arthropods (represented by Drosophila)
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and the deuterostomal vertebrates (represented by Mus). (See figure 11.6)
This research stressed the similarities of the protostomes and the deuteros-
tomes, showing that not only did the two groups have homologous Hox
genes that were in the same order in their respective chromosomes, but
also that the geographic order of expression was conserved. The expres-
sion pattern of Hox genes throughout the animal kingdom was so similar
that Slack and colleagues21 proposed that this constituted the fundamen-
tal basis of being an animal. (Interestingly, more recent gene expression
maps—those presenting Hox gene expression in sponges22—have been
used as evidence against this view.)
Moreover, further investigations have demonstrated that variations of
this expression pattern can produce morphological changes. Changes in
the Hox gene expression map in crustaceans were correlated with the
changing number of maxillipeds, and changes in the Hox gene expression
pattern in vertebrates correlated with changes in the number of cervical
vertebrae.23 In some cases, severe alterations all but eliminated the certain
constellations of Hox gene expression, and these eliminated the cervical
vertebrae as well as the lumbar vertebrae.Thus, in the limbless snakes, the
Hox gene expression patterns make the thoracic—ribbed—vertebrae
expanded at the expense of the Hox gene patterns allowing other verte-
bral types.24 Similar changes in Hox genes change the structures of arthro-
pods as well, distinguishing the shrimp from the lobster.25
Alterations of the Hoxd11 and Hoxd13 expression pattern have even
been proposed to account for the formation of the autopod. Figure 11.7
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Figure 11.5
Change in fate map of the zebra fish when the Chordino gene is deleted. The
Chordino product is important in forming neural (dorsal) ectoderm and dorsal meso-
derm. In the absence of this gene, the epidermis expands at the expense of the neural
plate, and the ventral and lateral mesoderm expand at the expense of the dorsal (organ-
izer) mesoderm.
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depicts a Devonian fantasy of about 350 million years ago. Although there
is no way of knowing the Hox gene expression of the lobe-finned fish
(or how it might be fruitfully compared with a highly derived modern
osteichthyan such as Danio rerio), the alterations in gene expression pattern
between modern fish and modern tetrapods, and the importance of Hox
genes in specifying limb parts, converged to make the different gene
expression maps important evidence for a mechanism by which fish fins
could be transformed into tetrapod limbs.26
Gene expression maps can also provide clues as to how genes used
in one area of development can be recruited to another. For instance, the
Distal-less gene, used to define the limb primordia of insects, became co-
opted to produce the eyespots of butterfly wings,27 and the fgf10 gene,
used in producing the tetrapod limb bud, may also be utilized for pro-
ducing the carapacial ridge specific to turtles.28
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Figure 11.6
Expression of regulatory transcription factors in Drosophila and vertebrates. The
Drosophila genes ems, tll, and otd are homologous to the vertebrate Emx, Tll, and Otx
genes, respectively. The Hox genes expressed in Drosophila and in vertebrates have
similar patterns in their respective hindbrains and neural cords.
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Gene expression maps can also be used to suggest homologous rela-
tionships that are not obvious. For instance, regulatory regions from
Amphioxus Hox genes expressed in the anterior neural tube were found to
drive spatially localized expression of a reporter gene in vertebrate neural
crest cells, in derivatives of neurogenic placodes, and in branchial arches,
despite the fact that these cephalochordates lack both neural crest and neu-
rogenic placodes.29 This implies that there was already the expression
pattern of “head” before there were morphologically cranial structures, and
that certain regions of the cephalopod neural tube are homologus to ver-
tebrate brains. Similar research has also homologized the cephalopod
endostyle to the vertebrate thyroid gland. In a recent paper, Meinhardt30
has used gene expression data to advance the case that the body of the
diploblastic and radially symmetrical Hydra is homologous to the brain of
triploblastic and bilaterally symmetric animals, and that the most anterior
regions of the head form from the pedal (Nk2.1-expressing) domains of a
Hydra-like ancestor. Using another cnidarian, Nematostella, Martindale and
colleagues (2004) argue that the gene expression patterns indicate that this
sea anemone has both bilateral symmetry and a mesodermal germ layer.
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Figure 11.7
In the Devonian, labyrinthodont amphibian tetrapods emerged from an ancestor that
was probably similar to lobe-fin rhipidistians. It has been proposed that the change in
Hox gene expression patterns at the end of the fin created the autopod and enabled
limbs to arise from the stalk of fins.
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Lowe and colleagues31 argue for homologous regions of the vertebrate and
hemichordate nervous systems based on gene expression patterns.They use
these proposed homologies to interpolate what the nervous system of the
bilaterian ancestor of invertebrates and vertebrates may have looked like.
Comparative gene expression mapping forms the evidence for Lowe’s
entire thesis.
Another use of gene expression maps has been to show deep homol-
ogy. One of the other major principles emerging from evolutionary devel-
opmental biology is that analogous structures can be formed by
homologous instructions. For instance, the dorsal neural tube of the
deuterostomes and the ventral nerve cord of the protostomes appear to be
constructed by the same set of gene and gene product interactions, sug-
gesting that nature figured out how to make a nervous system only once.
Similarly, there appear to be homologous genes and pathways to specify
both insect and vertebrate limbs which have no homologies as walking
structures.32 In both types of limbs, gene expression maps show that the
proximal-distal axis appears to be specified by Fringe (proximal) and Distal-
less (distal); the dorsal-ventral axis, by Wnt (dorsal) and Engrailed (ventral);
and the anterior-posterior axis, by Hedgehog expression (posterior).
New Techniques of Gene Express ion Mapping
Computer-aided technology has been incredibly important in the gene-
mapping community. Some of the greatest advances are in the area of
three-dimensional expression-mapping. The first concerns three-
dimensional reconstructions wherein the computer rapidly and “objec-
tively” realigns embryonic sections so as to make them usable for 
three-dimensional reconstruction33 (figure 11.8).This procedure combines
the methodological advantages of whole-mount, in situ hybridization and
the high-scale resolution of serial sectioning. After capturing phase-
contrast and bright field views of serial sections, one can map in situ
hybridization data through a series of algorithms. The subjective interac-
tions of the processor have been eliminated.
Another three-dimensional aid is Geographic Information System
(GIS) analysis. Epoxy resin casts of an organ (such as a tooth) are opti-
cally sectioned at 25–100µm intervals, using a laser confocal microscope.
High-resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) of the organ topology
are produced from the image stacks, using the 3Dview version of the
NIH-Image software. DEMs can be transferred to GIS software as well as 
interpreted by surface-rendering computer programs. All traditional mor-
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phometrical measurements can be obtained from DEMs. However, the
total shape data (i.e., DEMs) can be explored with GIS prior to the selec-
tion of appropriate measurements. Furthermore, since the DEMs can be
stored as a database of organ morphologies, the three-dimensional mor-
phology can be accessed remotely via the Web. Jernvall and his colleagues34
have used this technology to measure the development of mammalian
teeth. Moreover, they can place on this topography the various gene
expression patterns of in situ hybridization.
The GIS technology was designed specifically for landscape topolo-
gies in real cartographic mapping, and it has been adopted by ecologists
for their surveys.The method and analogy of geographic mapping to gene
expression-mapping was made explicitly by Jernvall in his presentation at
the SICB meeting in January, 2001 (figure 11.9). In these papers, Jernvall
and colleagues have demonstrated that changes in gene expression in
enamel knots (analyzed by in situ hybridization) cause the morphological
differences between mouse and vole molars (as seen by the DEMs).
Expression of fgf4, Shh, and p21 prefigures changes in morphology, and
the spatial distribution causes the subsequent location of cusps. This
remarkable conclusion is predicated on extremely sophisticated gene
expression and fate-mapping correlations.
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Figure 11.8
Fate mapping of myotome cells (purple) as they enter the limb bud. Computer recon-
struction made from myf-5 expression in the developing myotome cells. Crossing your
eyes allows you to see a 3-dimensional view. Courtesy of J. Streicher and G. Müller.
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The mapping program in embryology, initiated at the turn of the twen-
tieth century, is an extremely active and important program in contem-
porary developmental biology. Both fate maps and gene expression maps
summarize new data, and organize it in a way that relates it to other data
and leads to new research. Mapping has been especially important in pro-
viding evidence for evolutionary developmental biology. It not only sum-
marizes the evidence in the field but also serves the functions of relating
the new data to classical data (thereby linking a new science to an estab-
lished science) and of showing the importance of evo-devo to evolution-
ary biology. New procedures in monitoring gene expression patterns,
localizing dyes in certain cells, and graphically representing these patterns
have made mapping of paramount importance to developmental biology.
Developmental biologists have long been confronted with
“mapping” problems and have solved them in creative ways. Fate maps
compressed four-dimensional space onto two dimensions, and video ani-
mation is now allowing the temporal dimension to be shown in detail.
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Figure 11.9
Explicit mapping analogy made by Jernvall in his GIS reconsructions of gene expres-
sion in the rodent molar. Courtesy of J. Jernvall.
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For evolutionary developmental biology, the current challenge is produc-
ing a five-dimensional representation: the four standard dimensions of




2. See Galperin, 1998.
3. Vogt, 1929.
4. Vogt was an outdoorsman and was not averse to using geographic metaphors. In
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depicting the spread of Teutons or Magyars into new areas.
5. See Gilbert, 2000.
6. See Lane and Smith, 1999.
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8. Bauer et al., 1994.
9. Keller, 1976.
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indirect- to direct-developing sea urchins.
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21. Slack et al., 1993.
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